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Abstract 

Computer-airled integrated circuit design is increasingly developing because the present 
technology makes design of more complex circuits possible. The availability of stronger 
computers accelerates this tendency. A silicon compiler is a tooi for automatic design. It 
needs as input an algorithm in a high level language. This algorithmic specification is 
translated into a data-flow graph in which single operations are distinguished. The graph is 
then transformed into a hardware description. 

As an algorithmic specification, which is a description of the desired behaviour of the 
system, one can use for instanee Pascal, C or the ELLA - language. ELLA is a parallel 
hardware description language used in many industrial places, specifically in Britain. 

This report describes a parser which pars es the ELLA - language, and a translator, still 
under development, which translates a restricted version of the ELLA - language to a 
Lisp-like syntax tree used by the data-flow graph generator which is a part of the 
Eindhoven silicon compiler. 
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1. Introduetion 

The Design Automation Section group of the Eindhoven University of Technology are 
engaged, inter alia,in developing a hardware synthesis system or silicon compiler. A 
detailed description of the silicon compiler (see fig. 1.1) can be found in [Stok86] or in 
[Jess87]. 

Such a silicon compiler is developed to provide a highly automated design of VLSI circuits. 
The function that must be fulfilled by the circuit to be designed is given by a behavioural 
description of an algorithmic specification such as Pascal, C or ELLA - language. This 
high-level language, in this case the hardware design and description language ELLA, is 
translated to the SCST (Silicon Compiler Syntax Tree) description, "Lisp-like" syntax tree 
used by EDGAR (Eindhoven Demand GrAph Constructor). EDGAR translates the SCST 
specification to a demand graph, a kind of data flow graph. The demand graph is used by 
EASY (Eindhoven Architecture SYnthesis). This program carries out the actual structured 
synthesis. 

An optimiser, built into EASY, deletes some inefficiencies of the demand graph. A 
decomposition from the algorithmic description into single operations is now obtained. To 
transfarm this graph into hardware the hardware generator of EASY maps the operations 
onto a hardware description. For each functional group of operations a hardware module is 
implemented in the library. The hardware generator finally produces the datapath 
description and the state machine [Theeuw87], with the help of the cost estimator and 
choosing modules from the library. 

Finally the layoutgenerator converts the symbolic datapath description and state machine 
into a detailed layout description. For each module a layout description is composed from 
the module library. From this layout description an integrated circuit is produced. 

At present two layout synthesis systems are provided; one for full custom layouts 
[Ginnek87] and one for semi custom (Gate Array, Sea of Gates) layout [Jess86]. 
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2. The ELLA - translator 

2.1 Introduetion 

The translator bas been built of on three main modules, where each module has to fulfil a 
specific function (see fig. 2.1 ). The first module does the lexica! analysis work, the second 
parses the language and makes a parsetree and the third module does the real translation 
work. 

input 

ELLA-file 

2.2 Start-points 

lexica! parser translator 

analyser ~ 
eh 3 "' eh 4 "'"' eh 6 

information (tokens) stored in a list 

** information stored in a binary tree 

Figure 2.1. : Modules of the ELLA - trimslator 

Our aims are twofold: 

output 

SCST file 

1. Writing a program that makes a parsetree of the whole ELLA - language, so that this 
program can be used in the future when translating ELLA to another arbitrary 
language. 

Appendix 1 contains the restricted ELLA - language (see below) accepted by the 
parser written in SBNF - notation. 

2. Translate as much as possible to the plain SCST description language, given in 
appendix 2. 

Initially the translation of tunetion sets, bidirectional signals and associated types will 
be omitted because they are not often used (by B.T.) and they are very difficult to 
translate. Also the ELLA - functions which are part of the simulating capability of 
the Elia Application Support Environment (EASE) do not need to be translated. 



The functions are: 

IMPORT, IMPORTS (RENAMED) 
RAM 
DELA Y, IDELA Y 
STATE VAR 
FAULT, PRINT 
? type. 

-4-

The parser accepts them (except IMPORT, IMPORTS and RENAMED which are 
directives) but the translator module doesn't. 
The remaining language will we further call the restricted ELLA- language. 

The parsetree is translated directly, so no other internat representation is used. 
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3. Lexica) analysing 

3.1 Introduetion 

We make use of the program generator LEX, which gives the ability quickly to develop a 
lexica! analyser. 
Our lexica! analyser generates tokens from the input stream. Each token is stored in a 
structure, named CELL. The cells are placed in a list and each cell has double sided arcs. It 
is now easy to "walk" through the list. 

You can see what is stored in each cell when put in your inputfile: 
# read list # . 

3.2 The CELL - structure 

Each cell contains the following fields: 

typedef struct cell { 

with SET: 

int token,lineno,flag; 
SET syylval ; 
struct cell *nectcell; 
struct cell *prevcell; 

} CELL; 

typedef struct { 
int d; 
char s[80]; 

} SET; 

3.2.1 token and syylval 

A tokenfield contains a number (positive integer) which represents token classes such as 
'name', 'fnname' etc .. 

For instance, in the case where a token has a value representing a 'name' the real name 
from the input stream is stored in the cell field syylval.s. On the other hand if the token 
has a value representing a 'dyadic_operator' we store a number in the cell field syylval.d. 
This number corresponds to that particular operator (see table 3.1 ). 

3.2.2 lineno 

Each cell contains a line number. This number gives the place where you can find that 
particular token in the inputfile. 
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3.2.3 flag 

The aim of this field will be explained later in chapter 4.2 . 

TABLE S.l. : The conneetion between the cell fields 

tok en 

name 
narnel 
string 
numberexpr 
number 
monadic_op 
dyadic_op 
res name 
seq_flag 
res_symbol 
fnname 
other_sym 

SET • 
syylval.s I syylval.d 

store: 
s: string 

I 
s I 
s I 

I 
s I 
s I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

s I 
s I 

d: (token) value 
-1: not used 

-1 
-1 

-1 
-1 

d 
d 
d 
d 

-1 
d 

-I 

-1 

.: string, redundant info 

• The vaJues stored in ayylval.d represen' a reserved ELLA -language word. 

3.3 Additional information 

The lexical analyser makes a decision whether an operator is monadic or dyadic. A 
negative integer is seen as a positive number preceded by the manadie operator minus. 

The analyserinserts the token named 'seq_flag' before the tokens 'BEGIN' 'SEQ' to avoid 
ambiguity introduced by the parser. The parser can now make a decision whether it has to 
work with the sequence 'BEGIN- END' or a normal 'BEGIN -END'. 

Also to avoid ambiguity we use the takenname 'namel' for a name foliowed by an 
ampersand. 

The integervalues of all the tokens are available in the file "tokenconst.h". This file is 
extracted from the yacc file by running yacc with the -d option. 

A consequence of the lexical analyser operation is that reserved ELLA - words, which are 
written in uppercaseletters, may not be used as function- or macrowords. Thus for example 
OUTPUT or AND may not be used for these objects. Also is it forbidden to use the 
following symbolic narnes as function names: 

A I% I [:<>*=+/-1.]+ . 
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A consequence of the lexical analyser operation is that reserved ELLA - words, which are 
written in uppercaseletters, may not be used as function- or macrowords. Thus for example 
OUTPUT or AND may not be used for these objects. Also is it forbidden to use the 
following symbolic narnes as function names: 

A I% I[:<>*=+/-!.]+ . 

Further, tokens are restricted to a length of 80 characters. 
The comments between 'COM' ... 'MOC' and '#' ... '#' are thrown away (skipped). There is 
one exception: the comments between '#' ... '#' with the the teading character '#'in the first 
column and precisely one space befare and after the word between the hashsigns. These 
"comments" are directives which are explained in chapter 7. 
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4. The Parser 

4.1 Introduetion 

We use a Y ACC (Yet Another Compiler - Compiler) program generator which accepts 
context free grammars. The original ELLA-syntax written into The ELLA Language 
Relerenee Manual issue 3.0 [ELLAI] is not directly suitable as a grammar accepted by 
Yacc. A lot of syntax rules have to be expressed in another way. As a result, the language 
accepted by the grammar given in appendix I looks rather different from the original one . 

• The grammar expressed in SBNF (Super Backus Nauer Form) is converted to LL( I) which 
is accepted by Yacc. As a result of this conversion many non-terminals are generated. We 
have now a grammar withno rightrecursive syntax rules. 

*A parser can recognize a language produced by a LL(l) grammar when it scans the input 
from left to right (the first "L" in LL(I)) for producing a leftmost derivation (the second 
"L"), using one input symbol of lookahead (the "I") at each step to make parsing action 
decision [Aho86]. 

4.2 The parser 

The parser builts up a binary syntaxtree of cells. A second lexical analyser program, not 
generated by 'Lex', which is a part of the parser, reads each cell of the list made by the 
Lex-generated program as written in chapter 3. Each node of the tree has the same shape as 
the cells in the list. There are two kinds of nodes; one contains useful information and the 
other is just a dummy cell. A dummy cell is just put in the tree to get a correct binary tree. 

You can see how the tree is built up and what each cell contains by putting in your 
inputfile: 

# read nodes # . 

To realise this function, with the depth- first-search algorithm, we had to put a 'field' flag 
in each cell (see chapter 3.2). 

Error functions are included in the parser. The error messages are available in the file 
"parsererr.h". It is up to the user to extend the error handling . When you do this in a 
correct way then is it possible to build up a tree even in the present of errors. The great 
advantage of this is that the parser isn't stopped by just one error. 

When an error occurs then the inputtoken and the lineno will be printed. 
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5. The translator, implementation 

5.1 Introduetion 

The translator performs the translation of the ELLA syntax mapped on a parsetree to the 
SCST description. The ELLA syntax is built upon the functional blocks of constants, types 
and functions with an ARITH- or unit-function-body. Each block has to be transforn1ed to 
an equivalent one written in SCST description. Chapter 6 shows the results of these 
transformations. In this chapter we give solutions to the translation problems pointed out 
here: 

- type expansion 
- arithmetic evaluation and translation 

We also discuss the implementation of: 

- local declarations 
- hashtables 

These probieros are managed by dividing the translation process into four functional 
blocks. 

parsetree 

Figure 5.1. : Functiona.l blocks 

5.2 Translator block 

The translation block is divided into three parts; the first one does the initialisation of the 
translation process. The second does the translation of the constants, types and the 
functionheaders. It also decides if a functionbody is an ARITH or unit one. The last one 
joins several arrays together performing the outputfile. 
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elia-int-type 

enumerated type 

derived type 
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headertrans 

t inputtrans 

outputtrans 

load_f ormalparameters 
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LARITH 
opying_ outputbuffer 

Figure 6.2. The functions in the file translater 

The inittranslator-function initiates two globally defined arrays: 

- progvararray: containing the generated xxtmp variables of the main program by the 
translator. 

- portarray: containing the used ports. 

lt calls also the translate- and copyingoutputbuffer functions. 

The translate-function starts the translation of the ELLA INT's (a better name would be 
constants), types and functions. During this process we maintain information in hashtables 
(see chapter 5.4). 

The functiontrans-function first fills a function-header-structure containing information 
of input- and outputtypes and the inputvariables, and second it calls the function body. 
Body performs the 'unit'- and 'ARITH' translations. 

The copyingoutputbuffer-function joins the information stored at co11st-, progvar-, port

and outputbul- arrays to the outputfile. 

Type expansion 

There are three kinds of types in ELLA; ELLA-int-type, enumerated- and derived types. 
Only the translation of the last one gives some problem because it has to brought back to 
the basic ELLA types (the ELLA-int- and enumerated type). It is important to save the 
structure of derived types to make recovering of the type of an indexed variabie possible. 
The hierarcbie of a derived type will be still available when it is stored in a tree. 
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example: 

TYPE intbool= ([2)bool, (int,[2)bool) ,boot). 

will be: 

bool 

cnt=O 

weight=2 

int 
cnt=O 

weight=l 

Figure 6.S. Derived-type-tree 

boo\ 
cnt::::O 
weight=l 

weight=l 

The basic types of the leafcells are stored in an array, and a pointer to this array and to the 
derived-type-tree are stored in the typehashtable. 
It is now possible to reeover the basic-type of an indexed variable. 
For instance: 

if y is of type intboot then is 
y[2][2] of type [2]bool. 

In the current implementation is indexing only with one index possible, through the lack of 
time. 

For more information of the elia-int-types and enumerated types see chapter 6.2. 

Local declarations 

It is in ELLA allowed to deelare constants-, types and functions within other functions. We 
explain now how to handle with local declarations. 
During the translation process the translated ELLA syntax is stared in dynamically 
aiiocated arrays. These arrays will be given as parameters to the translation functions. 
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#(lefine DYNEXT(outputbuf,index,indexlimit) { 

if (index::x:indexlimit) { 

} 

} 

if (!index) r the !i rat time • I 
outputbuf=( eh ar* *)malloc(sizeof(char*)); 

indexlimit+=fN CREMENT; 

outputbul =(eh ar* • )re all oe (( c har**) ( outputbuf) ,i ndexlimi t* sizeof (int)); 

(outputbuf)[index]=(char •)malloc(sizeof(char )•iinelength); 

Figure 6.4. : Dynamica! allocation 

Index indicates the next empty array row and indexlimit the maximum allocated rows of 
the array. 
Before something is written to this array a check is done, by calling the macro 
DYNEXT(outpbuf,index,indexlimit), to makesure there is memory space allocated. 
In fig. 5.5 shows the principle of passing the array with the indices in the correct way 
through the functions. 

void inittra:nslator(root) 

CELL *root; 
{ 

} 

int index=O, indexlimit=O; 

char ••outputbuf=NULL; 

translate ( ... ,&index,&:outputbuf ,&indexlimit ); 

void translate( ... ,index,outputbuf ,indexlimi t) 

int •index, •ïndex.limit; 

char *outputbuf; 

{ 

initunit( ... ,index,ou tpbuf, indexlimit) 

} 
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void initunit( ... ,index,outpbuf ,indexlimi t) 

int •index, •indexlimit; 

char •outputbuf; 

{ 

} 

int indexl::{), indexlimitl::{); 

char •outputbufl=NULL; 

unit( .... ,&indexl,&outputbufl,&indexlimi tl); 

r copying the xxtmp var's to outpbuf • 1 

for(j::{);j<indexl;j++) { 

DYNEXT(•outpbuf, •index,•indexlimit); 

sprintf Woutpbuf)Windex)++J, "%s" ,outpbufl(j] )i 
} 

void series( ... ,index,outpbuf ,indexlimit) 

int •index, •indexlimit; 

char •outputbuf; 

{ 

translate( ... ,index, outputbuf ,indexlimi t); 

} 

Figure 5.5. : The principle of the function argument&. 

As you see we give as function parameters the adresses of the variables. Inside the body of 
the initunit-function we define as local variables outpbufl, indexl and indexlimit I and 
give them as variables to the unit-function. This is done because otherwise the generated 
xxtmp variables (by nesting) will be stored on the wrong place in the outpbuf -array. 

5.3 lp- and ARITH block 

The infix-to-postfix (ip) block performs the arithmetic evaluation and the ARITH block 
the arithmetic translation (fig. 5.1 ). 
We discuss first the infix to postfix evaluation and afterwards the ARITH-function-body 
translation. 

Infix to postfix (ip) 

We will derive the infix-to-postfix algorithm. The easiest way to give a formal definition 
of an expression is: 
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expr : expr '•' expr 

I expr '+' expr 

I identif'ier 

Figure S.6. : Expression syntax 

remark The bold narnes and the operators between the single quotes are the terminals 
(tokens) and the normal written narnes are the nonterminals. 

Before YACC accepts these syntax one has to put in the YACC-file the precedings and the 
assiociaty order to avoid ambiguity: 
%left '+' '-' 
%left '*' .... 

Monadic operators are notallowed within this syntax. When we write the syntax in the way 
as given in fig. 5.7 then both kind of the operators are possible. Besides, the associaty and 
the preceding order are defined and need not to be included in the Y ACC-file. 

expr : expr '+' term 

I ..... 
I term 

term : term ••• factor 

I ..... 
I '-' factor 

I ..... 
I factor 

facor '(' expr ')' 

I identifier 

Figure 5.7. : Extended expression syntax. 

Elimenating of the rightrecursion makes it possible for developing the infix-to-postfix 
algorithm. The rightrecursion elimination is done with the rule as given in fig. 5.8 [Aho]. 



A :A a1 
I A a2 

I b 1 
I b2 

I bn 

A : bl A' 

I b2 A' 

I bn A' 
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/" where no bi begins with an A */ 

A' : a1 A' /* no ai is empty */ 
I a2 A' 

I a A' m 
I /* empty */ 

Figure 5.8. : Elimination oi rightrecursion. 

The algorithm as given in fig. 5.9 translates infix expressions to postfix. It can also handle 
boolean expressions. 
Pushcel/ is a fuction which adds a cell to the list. A pointer to the head and tail of the list 
are stored in the structure htlist. 

CELL •ptr, •xptr[22] i 

char atr[80]; 

%} 

%token NUMBER 294 

r and other token numbers •; 

%1eit EQU AL LESS ..... 



%% 
int2 integer 

integer expr 
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r empty *I 

r reiationai operators • 1 

leftexpr EQU AL {xptr[5]=ptr;} 

rightexpr {pushcell(xptr[5].htlist) ;} 

leftexpr LESS {xptr[6]=ptr;} 

rightexpr {pushcell(xptr[6]. htlist) ;} 

r other relational operators • 1 

leftexpr: term exprl 

rightexpr: term exprl 

expr term exprl 

r highst piority • 1 

I* dyadic operators A • I 

exprl PLUS {xptr[l]=ptr;} term {pushcell(xptr[l].htlist);} exprl 

I MINUS {xptr[2]=ptr;} term {pushcell(xptr[2],htlist);} exprl 

I SHIFTLEFT {xptr[3]=ptr;} term 

{pushcell(xptr[3],htlist);} exprl 

I AND {xptr[ll]=ptr;} term {pushcell(xptr[ll],htlist);} exprl 

r empty *I 
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term : factor terml 

I MINUS {xptr[lS]=ptr;} factor 

{pushcell(xptr[l3],htlist);} terml 

r monadic operators */ 

I NOT ~ptr[l5]=ptr;} factor {pushcell(xptr[15].htlist);} terml 

I ABS ~ptr[19]=ptr;} factor {pushcell(xptr[19],htlist);} terml 

terml : TIMES {Kptr[l•]=ptr;} factor 

factor '(' int2 ')' 

%% 

{pushcell(xptr[H],htlist);} terml 

I ENTIERF ~ptr[O]=ptr;} factor 

{pushcell(xptr[O],htlist);} terml 

I I* empty */ 

I NUMBER 

I name 

{pus he ell(ptr ,htlist ); } 

{pushcell(ptr ,htli st);} 

Figure 5.9. : Infix to postfix algorithm 

ARITH-function-body 

The translation of an ARITH-function-body goes as follows: 

/* dyadic operators B */ 

The function constant will be called. It reacts the cells of the ARITH expression of the 
parsetree and places them in a list. All the if -statements in an expression will be replaced 
by varia bles. Then, the if -statements will be cutted in the then- and else-part. These 
resulting expression parts will be given, after each other, as parameter to the yacc 
generated function yy3parse (transfers infix expressions to postfix). Finally the postfix 
expressions are reformed to prefix ones, fig. 5.10 gives this algorithm. 

ex 5.3.1 

FN EXPR(int:a b c d)-:::int: ARITH 

5-IF a<b THEN 2-c*3 ELSE 

IF c=d THEN -c ELSE 5 FI FI +1. 

Chapter 6.6 shows the translated program of this example. 

arith algorithm 

First: Search from left to right in the expression to the first FI-token. When you have 
found one goto the left until you found the IF-token. Reptace now the whole 
IF ... FI part through a variable. 
Repeat this until their are no replaceble parts. 
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You get the arithmetic expressions: 
5- xx2 +I and 
definition of xxl: IF c=d THEN -c ELSE 5 FI, 
definition of xx2: IF a<b THEN 2-c*3 ELSE xxl Fl. 

If there are not any IF .. FI part then goto step four. 

Second: Split each if -then-else statement into a boolean-, then- and else part. Everything 
is stored in a array of pointers to cells in the order: 

0 5-xx2+1 
I c=d 
2 -c 
3 5 
4 a<b 
5 2-c*3 
6 xxl 
7 NULL pointer 

Third: Give expression I as parameter to the yy3parse-function. Rewrite the expression 
to prefix (fig 5.1 0) and places the necessary 'Lisp-brackets'. 

Fourth: Same as third step but for expression zero. 

Indices and constant expresions will be handled in the same way except that the 'Lisp
brackets' are not placed and they are not converted to prefix notation. lnstead, the postfix 
expression are evaluated. 
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void postprefix (postpre) 

HEADTAILC *postpre; 

{ 

r 

*I 

} 

Translates an postfix expression to an prefix one. 

Initia!: - postpre->tail points to the tail of postlist 

- postpre-:::ohead points to the tail of the 'empty' prelist 

At the end: - postpre->tail points to the head of postlist 

- postpre-:::ohead points to the head of prelist 

CELL * tmp; 

tmp == postpre ->tail; 

if (postpre ->tail -:>prevcell) 

postpre ->tail == postpre ->tail -:>prevcell; 

if ((tmp ->token !== dyadic_operator) && (tmp ->token !== monadic_operator)) { 

} else { 

} 

"copy info in the tmp-structure to the postpre->head structure" 

if (postpre -:::ohead -:>prevcell) 

postpre -:::ohead == postpre -:::ohead -:>prevcell; 

return; 

if (tmp ->token = monadic_operator) { 

postprefix (postpre ); 

"copy info in the tmp-structure to the postpre-:::ohead structure" 

if (postpre -:::ohead -:>prevcell) 

postpre -:::ohead == postpre -:::ohead -:>prevcell; 

return; 

} else { r dyadic-operator */ 

} 

postprefix (postpre ); 

postprefix (postpre ); 

"copy info in the tmp-structure to the postpre->head structure" 

if (postpre -:::ohead -:>prevcell) 

postpre -:::ohead == postpre -:::ohead -:>prevcell; 

return; 

Figure 5.10. Algorithm from postfix to prefix. 

5.4 Nesting depth, hash function 

During the translation process the following tables will be built up: 

-constant table 
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-type table 
-function table 
-variable table; containing the variables used by the declaration of the ELLA-int-types. 
-enumerated-type-element table k t.y 

> 

hos~ 1 B 

A 

Figure 5.11. : Principle of information storing 

If one declares in a function-body constants, types or other functions then is the global 
program nesting size variabie nest incremented by one and a new table B is added at table 
A. Before a name is stored in tableB we first check if the name already exists. If it does an 
error message will follow. 

The storage place of each name is calculated using a hash function. The modulo of the sum 
of the ASCII-values of each character and the length of tablesize B precribes the vertical 
place, the 'hash direction' . 
The division of that sum and the length of tablesize B precribes the horizontal place, the 

• 'key direction' . 
The keys in the list are stored in increasing order. When the name's key already exists 
storing of it will be done before the existing one. 

* Normally people don't use the 'key-indexing'. As a consequence, searching in a list (row) 
to a name will be done by doing a strcmp (stringcompare). If you use 'key-indexing' you 
have only to compare numbers which is faster then comparing strings. Besides, you know 
in an earlier state if a name does not exists because the key-numbers are stored in an 
increasing order. 

If a function-body reaches the end, and inside the body declarations of types, constants or 
functions have been done then the corresponding B tables will be freed and the variabie 
nest will decremented by one. 
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6. Translation results 

6.1 In troduction 

The translator is, at this moment, not totally completed and only a subset of the restricted 
ELLA - syntax is transiatabie (see chapter 7). In the following sections we will discuss 
which parts of the ELLA - language can now be translated and the restrictions imposed on 
the ELLA - programroer. 

6.2 Type deelsration 

There are three kind of ELLA - types: 
- ELLA-int-types . 
- enumeration types 
- derived types 

6.2.1 ELLA-int-type 

The upper- and lower range bounds are expressions giving as result an integer. 

ex 6.2.1 

TYPE typename=NEW varname/(lower_cardinal upper_cardinal) . 

will be: 

(type (typename bit_si111e)) 

(var (varname typename)) 

with bit si~:e a cardinal which is calculated of the result of the 

up per_ cardinal expression. 

6.2.2 enumeration types 

The elements of an enumerated type will be projected on numbers. Thus element! will be 
represented by a constant with va1ue 1 etc .. 

ex 6.2.2 

TYPE typename=NEW (elm1 I elm2 .. I elmN). 

will be: 

(const (xxconstl (1 unknown_si~:e)) 

(xxconstn (n unknown_si~:e)) 

(type (typename bit_size)) 

with bit size a cardinal which is calculated of the number of the 

enumerated elements. 
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6.2.3 derh'ed types 

Variables of derived types will be brought back to their basic type elements. Basic type 
elements are the Ella-int-types and the enumerated types. See example. 

ex 6.2.3 

# prog der_type # 

TYPE int::::NEW i/(1..252}, 

bool::::NEW (true I false ). 

TYPE intbool= ([2]int,bool}. 

FN DER_TYPE=(intbool:a)-::{[2]int,bool}:a. 

will be: 

program xxtest 

( type (int 8}} 
( var (i int)) 

( type (bool 1}} 
( var (a_l int)} 

( var (a_2 int)} 

( var (a_S bool)} 

( var (xxtmpl int)) 

( var (xxtmp2 int}} 

( var (xxtmp8 bool}} 

( port ( xxpO unknown_bits)} 

( port ( xxpl unknown_bits)) 

( port ( xxp2 unknown_bits)) 

) 
(\; 

(get xxpO a_l} 

(get xxpl a_2} 

(get xxp2 a_S) 

H=l xxtmpl a_l} 

H=l xxtmp2 a_2) 

H=l xxtmp3 a_3} 

(put xxpO xxtmpl} 

(put xxpl xxtmp2) 

(put xxp2 xxtmp3} 

As a result of the translation many, not always necessary, 'xxtmp's ' variables are 
generated. These inefficiencies will be removed by EDGAR. 

6.3 Constant declaration 

The expression of the constant declaration gives as result an integer. 
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ex 6.3.1 

INT constn~e=expression. 

wi II be: 

(const (constname (cardinal unknown_bits))) 

With direct translation we don't know the bit size because it depends on the expression 
where the constant is used and that is not known at this moment. 

6.4 Function header 

There is a great difference in the translated version of a function if this function is the last 
one (the "main function"), or not. If it is not the last one then there will be value parameters 
and reference parameters generated. But for the main function we generate get's and put's. 

ex 6.4.1 

FN FAND1=(bool:a b)-:>bool: .... 

ex 6.4.2 

FN FAND2=(bool:a,bool:b)->bool: 

will be: 

(procedure xxfand1 

and 

( (val (a b bool)) 

(ref (xxrefl bool)) 

(procedure xxfand2 

( (val (a bool)) 

(val (b bool)) 

(ref (xxrefl bool)) 



Suppoae they are the main functions: 

(program xxfandl 

( (var (a bool)) 

(var (b bool)) 

(port (xxpO unknown_bita)) 
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(\; (get xxpO a) 

(get xxpO b) 

sequentia! input 

(put .... ) 

(program xxfand2 

( (var (a bool)) 

(var (b bool)) 

(port (xxpO unknown_bita)) 

(port (xxpl unknown_bita)) 

(\; (ge t xxpO a) 
(get xxpl b) 

(put .... ) 

parallel input 

By default the inputs of the main function are translated as parallel inputs. By including 
the directive ' # inputmain serial # ' in the input file one gets serial inputs. 
The shape of how you put the inputvariables in the main function header is also important, 
i.e. see the cases of ex. 5.5.1 and 5.5.2 . The inputvariables in the first example will be seen 
as serial ones, if you had included the serial-directive, otherwise as parallel ones. In the 
second example they are always treated parallel because the variables are declared 
separately. 

6.5 ARITH lunetion 

An Arith-function, which always returns an integer, has an expression as function-body. 
The expression is written in prefix nota ti on. Brackets and if- statements are allowed 
anywhere. If there is an if -statement in an expression then a variabie is generated. The 
depth of the if -statements is limited by a constant ijvarcntmax which is set to 15. Brackets 
may be used to any depth. The evaluation rules of the expression are the same as you 
normally expect. You can find them in the ELLA - manual [ELLAl]. 

ex 6.5.1 

FN EXPR(int:a b c d)-::::int: ARITH 
5-IF a<b THEN 2-c*S ELSE 

IF c::d THEN -c ELSE 5 FI FI +1. 



will be: 

(procedure xxexpr 
( {val (a b c d int)) 

(var (xx2 int)) 
(var (xxl int )) 
(re! (xxreCl int)) ) 
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(\; (if {c=d) (~:::j xxl ( -c)) H=l xxl 5) ) 
(iC (a<.b) (l::::j xx2 (-2(* c 3))) (l:=l xx2 xxl) ) 
(l::::j xxrefl (+(-5 xx2)1) ) ) 

6.6 The function-body series 

This is a function where the body has the following shape: 

BEGIN {step.} OUTPUT unit END. 

As step we allow: MAKE, JO!N (without multiplier) and declaration of constants,types and 
other functions. 

6.6.1 MAKE 

The MAKE statement creates instances of functions which can be used in a JOIN 

(see appendix 4 and 5). 

6.6.2 JOIN 

The JOIN statement supplies the input(s) to a function instance, and the "name" after the 
arrow "->" indentifies the function to which the input(s) is (are) being supplied. You can 
also say it places the wires between the network-modules (see appendix 4 and 5). 

6.6.3 declaration 

Between the 'BEGIN' .. 'END' of series other declarations can be done. The nesting depth 
is only restricted on the ' .. nestingtableSize' constants. With on the place of the dots Type, 
Var, Const, Fn and Enum. These constants and all other ones are placed in the file 
tableSize.h in the directory DEFINES. 

6.7 bracketted 

As a bracketted-unit-body there are two structures: 

-"('' {unit/, } ")" 
-CASE statement (see example) 



ex 6.7.1 

# prog and2 # 

TYPE bool;;NEW (t I f). 

FN AND2=(bool: a ,bool:b)->bool: 

CASE (a,b) 

OF (t,t):t 
ELSE f 

ESAC. 

will be: 

( program xxand2 

( 
( type (bool 1)) 
( eonst (xxeonstO (1 unknown_bits))) 

( eonst (xxeonstl (2 unknown_bits))) 

( var (a_l bool)) 

( var (b_l boot)) 
( var (xxtmpl bool)) 

( var (xxtmp2 boot)) 

( var (xxtmpS bool)) 

( var (xxtmp4 bool)) 

( port ( xxpO unknown_bits)) 

( port ( xxpl unknown_bits)) 
) 

(get xxpO a_l) 

(get xxpl b_l) 

(~-=f xxtmpl a_l) 

(l:=f xxtmp2 b_l) 
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(if (and (= xxtmpl xxeonstO) (= xxtmp2 xxconstl)) 

) 

(\; 

) 

(l:=f xxtmpS xxconstO) 

(put xxpO xxtmpS) 

(\; 

) 

(l:=f xxtmp4 xxconstl) 

(put xxpO xxtmp4) 

6.8 The IF- function body 

The boolean expression is evaluated on translation time. The result de termines which unit, 
the THEN- or ELSE one,is choosen. 
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7. Work that bas still to be done 

The following subjets have to be implemented into the translator to complete it . 

unit _separator:complete 

unit-I :complete 

unit-2 ,body : by series the LET -statement and the JOIN multiplier 
,indexing: only 'unit2-body'[int] is implemented 

rnacros 

If the translator is to be developed further we will see the following problems: 

- dynamically selection of units: "(" { unit I, } ")" "[[" unit "]]" . 

-complex recursive rnacros (as given in the ELLA Tutorial Issue 2.0 on page 13-14 : 
Generating two-dimensional arrays). 
If you don't allow recursive rnacros then you need no preprocessor because you can fill in 
the macro-body every time you see a macro call. 

If you integrate the lexical analyser and the parser then it is possible to use reserved 
• operator narnes and some of the symbolic names as function- or macro names. It is 

necessary to put another state in the lexical analyser to make a difference to the new int
state and the other ones. 

• allowed symbolic narnes : " I % I [*+/]+ 
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8. Conclusions 

The whole ELLA syntax will be parsed and a parsetree will be built. Used are the program 
generators LEX (a lexical analyser) and Y ACC (Yet Another Compiler Compiler). 
The parser has been tested with several ELLA - programs and works correctly. It is 
necesssary to extend the error handling so that the parser is not stopped by just one error. 

The translator cantranslate the following ELLA syntax (see appendix 3): 

- type-declarations ::= ELLA-int-types I enumerated-types 1 derived-types. 

- constant declarations 

- ARITH functions 

- unit2-body ::= name [ "I" formula ] 
I IF boolean THEN unit ELSE unit FI 
I"(" { unit I ","}+ ")" 

I CASE unit OF { choices I ELSEOF }+ [ ELSE unit ] ESAC 
1 series I* except the LET-statementand the JOIN-multiplier 

*I 

indexing: only 'unit2-body[ "[" int'']'' r is implemented 

additional information: 

-Constant- and index expressions will be evaluated. 
- Type-, constant- and function declaration within other functions are allowed. 
- Typechecking on veriables is done. 

The following syntax is not incorporated in the current inplementation: 

- unit_separator :complete 

- unit-I 

- unit-2 

- rnacros 

:complete 

,body : by series the LET-statementand the JOIN multiplier 
,body : sequences 
,indexing: 
unit2 ::= unit2-body { "[" (int [" .. "int]!"[" unit"]")'']''}. 
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APPENDIX 1. The ELLA- Ianguage that cao theoretically be translated 

(************************************************************ 
Syntax of the ELLA language expressed in Super-BNF 

E.A.C.M. Huyben, July 1988 

This syntax is accepted by LL( I) 

Reference: The ELLA Language Reference Manual Issue 3.0 
J.D. Morison, N.E. Peeling, T.L. Thorp, E.V. Whiting 

Royal Signals and Radar Establishment 
(c) Crown Copyright, 1986 

( c) Copyright Praxis Systems plc, 1986 
*************************************************************) 



text : 

~ declaratio: ~ 

declaration : 

derived-type : 

~ 

enumerated : 

ELLA-int-type 

ELLA-int-type 

type : 

~ 
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typedec 

type-denoter : 

-.....---::11'1 new-type 

new-type : 

~ 

enumeration-list 

type-denoter 
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type I intdec 

int 

formula : 

4 formulal I >I monadic-operatorH formulal 1--l --...,.-)o,... 

l ____ c ----+-: __ ____"Jf 

formulal 

formuta2 

bootean : fndec 

~ pre-fnbody 

pre-fnbody : 

input 
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fnbody unit 

unit I-separator 

unit I-separator 

macname 

unit I 

l!nitl-1 

r-------+1 macname 

Jnit2 

unit2-body 
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unit2-body 

bracketted 

choices : values : -c values ~ unit j ) l> 

valuesl 
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series 

step 

multiplier 

makeitem : 

macname macparams 

letitem 

joinitem 

lltultiplier : 

~name ) > 
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sequence 

sequencestep : varitem 

'-----j~ statement 

statement 

statemen ti 

statement 
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varname : 

seqchoices : 

macdec 

macspec : mactype 

macparams : rnacparam : 

~ rnacparam J • 
"----~o)orllo(:_---

l ~~~--
4{name r 

monadic-operator 
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d yadic-operator 

name 

lowercaseletter : '": lowercaseletter I ... ,. 

... I digit I 
I I 

41 underscore ~ 
... 

narnel : macname : 

~ 
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fnname 

uppereaseletter l ~: uppereaseletter l ... -
' 1digit I -1 I 

4j underseore r 
." 

... ,. 

string 

any-symbol 

integervalue : numberexpr : 

dee-nurnher 

numberexpr 

base mantisse 

quat-number 

okt-number 

dee-nurnher 

hex-number 
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APPENDIX 2. The SCST destription language 



algorithm : 

prog-name 

prog-name : 

~ 

declaration-section : 

declaration : 

constant-declaration 

type-declaration 1----1 

regis ter-deelara t ion 

variable-declaration 

port-declaration 

array-declaration 

constant-declaration : 

type-declaration : 
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declaration-section statement 
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·egister-declaration : 

•ariable-declaration 

)Ort-declaration : 

:trray-declaration : 

statement 

~--:11-i simpie-statement 



multiple-statement 

simpie-statement : 

assignment-statement 

procedure-statement 

function-statement 

'-----'llol time-statement 1------" 

conditional-statement 

bool-expr 

then-part : 

~ 

switch-statement 

otherwise 

repetitive-statement : 

bool-expr 
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structured-statement : 

then-part 

conditional-statement 

repeti tive-sta tement 

switch-statement 

else-part : 

~ 

statement 

statement 

statement 
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assignment-statement 

1----...,.-+i expression 
L...-----1 

procedure-statement : 

procedure-name 

function-statement : 

function-name 

proc-and-func-part : 

procedure-declaration 

function- deelara ti on 

procedure-declaration : 

procedure 

function-declaration : 

local-declaration-section : 

h:-7"""-+i local-declaration 

actual- parameter -list 

act u al-parameter-list 
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local-declaration 

""-l constant-declaration 1 

""l type-declaration ~ 

~ value-params-declaration l 
~ reference-params-declaration r--

.;. l variable-declaration l 
>I· register-declaration l 

value-params-declaration 

reference- params-declara tion 

actual-parameter-list : 

)ol expression I )o 
1( : 3J 

time-statement 

timing-reference 

ref -label : 

identifier 
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ref -point : 

expression 

monadic-expression 

monadic-expression : 

monadic-operator expression 

dyadic-expression : 

dyadic-operator expression expression 

array-access 
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dyadic-opera tor manadie-operator bool-expr 

~ 

procedure-name : 

~ 

function-name : 

~ 

variabie : 

~ 

array : 

~ 

init-value : constant : 

~ ~ 

value : type : 

~ ~ 

register variabie : 

~ ~ 

port : width : 

~ ~ 

start-index : end-index : 

~ ~ 
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APPENDIX 3. The ELLA- language accepted by the translator 
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text : 

~ declaratio: ~ 

declaration : typedec 

new-type : 

~ 

enumerated : 

ELLA-int-type 

ELLA-int-type 

type : 

~ 

type I 

type-denoter : 

~-'lil>! new-type 

derived-type : 

~ 

enumeration-list 

intdec 

int 

type-denoter 
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formula : 

~ formulal l >I monadic-operatorbJ formulaljl---...."7->~ l ___ c --~: ________ JJ 

formulal : 

..__>_l_d_y-ad-ic---o~pe_r_a t-o-r _ ___.JJ )>I formula2 f-----. ~ : " 

formula2 

boolean : fndec 

~ pre-fnbody 

pre-fnbody : 

input 

fnbody : unit : 

l(AR~!:n~)> 
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unitl : 

~ 

unit2 : 

---+J unit2-body 

unit2-body 

bracketted 

choices : values : 

[ •\ values ~unit ) 1!011 )o 

J J I < 
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valuesl 

series 

step 

makeitem : 

fnname ~ na:e ) :. 

joinitem : 
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monadic-operator 

dyadic-operator 
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name 

lowercaseletter l ""-l lowercaseletter l 

'"l digit I 
I 

~ underscore 

-

narnel : 

fnname 

string 

any-symbol 

integervalue : numberexpr : 

dec-number 

numberexpr 

base mantisse 

quat-number 

okt-number 

dec-number 

hex-number 
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APPENDIX 4. Example program 'tseng' 

#prog tseng # 

TYPE i n t =NEW v / ( 1 . . 2 6 6 ) . 

FN TSENG=(int:vl v2 v4 v6 vlO)->(int,int): 

BEGIN 

FN ADD=(int:a b)->int:ARI'IH a+b, 

SUB=(int:a b)->int:ARI'IH a-b, 

DIV=(int: a b)->int:ARITH a% b, 

TIMES=(int:a b)->int:ARITH a"b, 
IDEN =( i n t : a) - >i n t :AR I 'IH a . 

FN FNAND=(int: a b)->int :ARI'lll a lAND b, 
FNCR=(int: a b)->int:ARI'IH a lOR b. 

~E ADD:v3 v8 v9, 
SUB:v6, 
TIMES :v7, 

FNAND:vl4, 

FNOR:vl6, 
DIV:vll, 
I DEN : V 1 2 V 13 . 

JOIN (vl,v2)->v3, 

(v3,v4)->v6, 
(v3,v6)->v7, 

(v3,v5)->v8, 
(vl,v7)->v9, 

(vlO,v5)->vll, 

(vl)->vl2, 

(v/100)->vl2, 

(v3)->v13, 
(vll,v8)->vH, 
(vl2,v9)->vl5. 

OOTPUT (V 14 I V 15 ) 
END. 
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program xxtseng 

( i 

( 
( type (int 9}) 

( var (v int)) 

( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
) 

const (xxconstO (100 

var (vl_l v2_1 v4 1 

var (xxtmpl int)) 

unknown_bits))) 

v6_1 vlO 1 int)) 

var (xxtmp2 int)) 

var (xxtmpS int)) 

var (xxtmp4 int)) 

var (xxtmp6 int)) 

var (xxtmp6 int)) 

var (x x tmp 7 int ) ) 

var (xxtmp8 int)) 

var (xxtmp9 int)) 

var (xxtmplO int)) 

var (xxtmpll int)) 

var (xxtmpl2 int)) 

var (xxtmplS int)) 

var (xxtmpl4 int)) 

var (xxtmpl6 int)) 
var (xxtmpl6 int)) 

var (xxtmpl7 int)) 

var (xxtmpl8 int)) 

var (xxtmpl9 int)) 
port ( xxpO 

port ( xxpl 

port ( xxp2 

port ( xxpS 

port ( xxp4 

unknown_b i t a)) 

unknown_bi ta)) 
unknown_bi ta)) 

unknown_bita)) 

unknown_bi ta)) 

(get x x pO vl_l) 
(get xxpl v2_1) 
(ge t xxp2 v4_1) 
(get xxpS v6_1) 
(get xxp4 vlO_l) 

procedure xxadd 

) 

( i 

(val (a_l b 1 int)) 

(ref (xxrefl int)) 

(1:=1 xxrefl (+a 1 b_l) ) 

procedure xxsub 

) 

( i 

(val (a_l b 1 int)) 

(ref (xxrefl int)) 

(1:=1 xxrefl (-a 1 b_l)) 
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procedure xxdiv 

) 

( i 

(val (a_l b_l int)) 
(ref (xxrefl int)) 

(I :=1 xxrefl (I a_l b_l) ) 

procedure xxtimea 

) 
( ; 

(val (a_l b_l int)) 
(ref (xxrefl int)) 

(1:=1 xxrefl c· a_l b_l)) 

procedure xxiden 

) 
( ; 

(val (a_l int)) 
(re! (xxrefl int)) 

(I :=1 xxrefl a_l 

procedure xxfnand 

) 
(; 

(val (a_l b_1 int)) 
(ref (xxref1 int)) 

( I : =I x x re fl ( i an d a 1 b _1 ) ) 

procedure xxfnor 

) 
( j 

(val (a_l b 1 int)) 
(ref (xxrefl int)) 

(1:=1 xxrefl (ior a_l b_1)) 

(I :=1 xxtmpl vl_l) 
(I :=1 xxtmp2 v2_1) 
(xxadd xxtmpl xxtmp2 xxtmp3) 
(I :=1 xxtmp4 v4_1) 
(xxaub xxtmpS xxtmp4 xxtmp6) 
(I :=I xxtmp6 v6_1) 
(xxtimea xxtmpS xxtmp6 xxtmp7) 
(xxadd xxtmpS xxtmp5 xxtmp8) 
(I :=1 xxtmp9 vl_l) 
(xxadd xxtmp9 xxtmp7 xxtmplO) 
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(1:=1 xxtmpll vlO_l) 

(xxdiv xxtmpll xxtmp6 xxtmpl2) 

(I :=I xxtmplS vl_l) 

(xxiden xxtmplS xxtmpl4) 

(1:=1 xxtmpl6 xxconatO) 

(xxiden xxtmpl6 xxtmpl6) 

(xxiden xxtmpS xxtmpl7) 

(xxfnand xxtmpl2 xxtmp8 xxtmpl8) 

(xxfnor xxtmpl6 xxtmplO xxtmpl9) 

(put xxpO xxtmpl8) 

(put xxpl xxtmpl9) 
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APPENDIX 5. Example program 'four input multiplexer' 

# input e # 
# prog fourmux # 

TYPE data~EW d/(1 .. 128) 1 

controi~EW c/(1. .2). 

FN FOURMJX=( [ 4) dat a: i p 1 [ 3) con t r o I :ct r I ) ->cl at a: 
BEGIN 

FN TWOMUX=(data:ip1 ip2 1 control:ctrl)->data: 
CASE ctrl 
OF c I 1: i pl I 

c/2: ip2 
ESAC. 

~E (3)TWOMUX:mux. 
JOIN (i p [ 1) 1 i p [ 2) 1 ct r I [ 1 I ) - :::mux [ 1 I 1 

( i P [ 3 I 1 i p [ 4 I 1 ct r I [ 2 I ) - :::mux [ 2 I 1 

(mux( 1 I 1 mux [ 21 1 ctr I [3 I) -:::mux( 3 I. 
OOTPUT mu x [ 3 I 

END. 

program xxfourmux 
( 
( type (data 8)) 
( var (d data)) 
( type (control 2)) 
(var (c control)) 
( conet (xxconetO (1 unknown_bita))) 
( conet (xxconet1 (2 unknown_bite))) 
( var (ip_1 data)) 
( var (ip_2 data)) 
( var (ip_3 data)) 
( var (ip_4 data)) 
(var (ctr1_1 control)) 
(var (ctr1_2 control)) 
(var (ctrl_3 control)) 
( var (xxtmpl data)) 
( var (xxtmp2 data)) 
( var (xxtmp3 con t ro I)) 
( var (xxtmp4 data)) 
( var (xxtmp5 data)) 
( var (xxtmp6 data)) 
( var (xxtmp7 con t ro I)) 
( var (xxtmp8 data)) 
( var (xxtmp9 control)) 
( var (xxtmp10 data)) 
(port ( xxpO unknown_bite)) 
(port ( xxp1 unknown_bita)) 
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port ( xxp2 unknown_bita)) 
port ( xxp3 unknown_bita)) 
port ( xxp4 unknown_bi ts)) 
port ( xxp6 unknown_bita)) 
port ( xxp6 unknown_bita)) 

(get x x pO ip_l) 

(get xxpl ip_2) 
(get xxp2 ip_3) 

(get xxp3 ip_4) 
(get xxp4 ctrl_l) 
(get xxp6 ctrl_2) 

(get xxp6 ctrl_3) 
procedure xxtwomux 

) 

(val (ipl_l ip2_1 data)) 

(val (ctrl_l control)) 

(re! (xxreCl data)) 

(var (xxtmpl control)) 

(var (xxtmp2 data)) 

(var (xxtmp3 data)) 

( ; 

) 

( I : =I x x tmp 1 c t r 1_1 ) 

(i! (= xxtmpl xxconatO) 

(i 

) 

(I :=1 xxtmp2 ipl_l) 

(I :=1 xxre!l xxtmp2) 

(iC (= xxtmpl xxconatl) 

( ; 

) 
) 

(I :=1 xxtmpS ip2_1) 

(I :=1 xxreCl xxtmpS) 
) 

(I :=1 xxtmpl ip_l) 

(I :=1 xxtmp2 ip_2) 

(1:=1 xxtmp3 ctrl_l) 

(xxtwomux xxtmpl xxtmp2 xxtmp3 xxtmp4) 

(I :=1 xxtmp6 ip_S) 

(I :=1 xxtmp6 ip_4) 

(1:=1 xxtmp7 ctrl_2) 

(xxtwomux xxtmp6 xxtmp6 xxtmp7 xxtmp8) 

(I :=1 xxtmp9 ctrl_8) 
(xxtwomux xxtmp8 xxtmp9 xxtmplO) 
(put xxpO xxtmplO) 
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APPENDIX 6. Manual page. 
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NAME 
el21 -

SYNOPSIS 
el21 < <ellafile name> 

DESCRIPI'ION 
El21 is a translater which translates ELLA to the Silicon 
Compiler Syntax Tree description. 

Befere the translation process can be started the name of 
the last function must be included as a directive. 

Suppose the last function name is: EXAMPLE. 

Add then to the file: 

# prog example # or 
# prog EXAMPLE # • 

If this directive is not included then we assume that the 
last funcion name is "MAIN". 

You should not use narnes of lowercaseletters beginning with 
"xx", because the translator-generated narnes begins with 
"xx". 

The translation process has three passes. In the first one 
will be done the lexical analyse werk and the parsetree is 
being built. In the secend pass is the ELLA-syntax - mapped 
on the (parse)tree - translated ,and the last pass joines 
several arrays to ferm the outputfile. You can start the 
program by: 

It gives as output file: main.ella or 
if the prog-directive is included in the inputfile then: 
progname.ella . 

DIRECTIVES 
There are several directives you can use. Some of them were 
very helpful during the developing of the Lex- and Yacc
file. Now they are less useful but still available. 

t read_list t 

t read_yylex t 

Hewlett-Packard 

Read the contents of the cells 
produced by the lexical analyser. 

Shows the classes of the returned 
values by the Lexfile included in the 
parser. 
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f read_nodes f 

f read_type_table f 

f read const table f 

f read var table f 

f read_fn_table f 

f read enum table f 

EL2L() 

Shows the structure and the 
contents of the parsetree. 

Shows the contents of the type 
table. 

Shows the contents of the con st 
table. 

Shows the contents of the variables 
(declared by the ELLA- int- types) 
table. 

Shows the contents of the function 
table. 

Shows the contents of 
enumerated-type-element table. 

the 

f proq proqname f see chapter 5.10 

f inputmain serial f The inputs of the main function will 
be translated as serial ones (default 
parallel). 

f noparser f 

f notranslation f 

Only the 
werking. 

lexical analyser 

: The parsetree is built but 
translation is done. 

is 

no 

The leading '#' sign must be in the first column and you have 
to put precisely one space befere and after the word between 
the hashsigns. 

When the lexical analyser finds in the inputfile the 
directive 'FINISH' then all the 1ines after it will be 
thrown away until it finds the directive 'RECOMPILE'. 

AUTHORS 
Egied Huyben 
Leon Stok, 
Eindhoven University of Technology, 
EH 7.16, 
040-473373 
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LIMITATIOHS 
The translator can translate the following ELLA syntax: 

- type-declarations::= ELLA-int-types 
I enumerated-types 
I derived-types. 

- constant declarations 
- ARITH functions 
- unit2-body::= name [ "I" formula] 

1 IF boolean TBEH unit ELSE unit FI 
I "(" { unit I ","}+ ")" 
I CASE unit OF { choices I ELSEOF }+ [ ELSE unit ] ESAC 
1 series I* except the LET-statement and the JOIH-multiplier 

indexing: only •unit2-body[ "["int"]"]' is implemented 

SEE ALSO 

BUGS 

The ELLA Tutorial and language reference manual, Issue 3.0, 
Praxis, Bath UK, 1988. 

Huyben. E, "An ELLA- parser and translator", Master thesis 
report, Eindhoven University of Technology, December 1988. 
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